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Some
thoughts on
theory
Faculty members
respond to
Judge Harry Edwards
I n his article on the
growing disjunction
between law schools and
law practice, Judge Harry
Edwards highlighted what
he thinks is wrong with
legal education.
In thoughtful responses
published in a Michigan
Law Review symposium on
the topic (August 1993 ),
four U,M Law School
faculty members discussed
what's right, and what
could be improved.
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All four authors believe legal education is something special; they worry
about it losing its unique nature and
turning into economics or history or
sociology. And all four give serious
consideration to problems in legal
education and possible solutions. Since
U-M Law School is known as a center of
"law and" scholarship that worries
Edwards, it's hardly surprising that while
faculty seconded some of the judge's
ideas, they quibbled with others.
In an essay called "The Mind in the
Major American Law School," Dean Lee
Bollinger suggested that Edwards went
too far in his "diagnosis of a highly
contagious and debilitating disease of
theory." Bollinger wrote, "One comes
away with the impression that a majority
of the faculty at [law] schools has turned
its back on its professional identity and
given up focusing on basic questions of
law. This is simply not the case."
A check of legal literature reveals that
scholars still produce solid doctrinal
work, even at elite schools, and Bollinger
offered his own diverse faculty as an
example. "Out of a productive tenured
faculty of about 40 professors, eight are
authors of major treatises; fifteen are
authors of casebooks; at least 25 have
published works about significant and
practical legal issues within the last year
or two; six are engaged in major law
reform efforts; and at least 18 others have
been involved as consultants or active
participants in some concrete legal issue
~,n the last year." Clearly, Bollinger wrote,
The overwhelming majority of the

faculty think of themselves as professional
legal scholars and teachers concerned
:nth ~nderstanding major legal problems
m their field."
Still, he acknowledged that interdisciplinary legal studies have transformed
modem legal thought - for the better.
"Virtually every field of human knowledge is being mined for what it can
contribute to our understanding of the
processes of law and legal issues. This is
an intellectual shift so right, so compelling, as to be properly irreversible."
In fact, Bollinger worried that interdisciplinary scholarship hasn't penetrated
the classroom. He wrote, "I think our
most serious problem in modem legal
education is, ironically, that it is not
'theoretical' enough. For all of the efforts
to draw upon the knowledge of related
disciplines, legal scholarship has benefited from these efforts more than legal
education has been enhanced.
"The source of the problem is the
continued dominance of the casebook as
the primary form of educational material
in law schools. Coverage of doctrine and
fields of law is the predominant classroom activity. Students learn quickly that
any effort to develop a sophisticated
grasp of related fields will not be rewarded on the examination. The fundamental problem facing modem law
schools, therefore, is how to combine
doctrine with the development of critical
reasoning skills," Bollinger wrote.
James]. White, the Robert A. Sullivan
Professor of Law, also addressed this
perennial question. "Law professors do
not agree and never have agreed about
what we can and do teach," he wrote in
his response to Edwards. "Some (Terry
Sandalow is one) argue that there is not
much point in teaching a large amount of
substantive law because any law so
taught will soon be forgotten or out of
date and, in any case, can easily be
learned after law school. That attitude

eorists are the academic meritocracy;
traditional doctrinal scholars are the
equivalent of "solid B students" and
practitioners not inclined toward theory are
viewed as "a rung down the intellectual
ladder." Reingold called for tolerance,
diversity and increased emphasis on clinical
legal education to balance the trend.
-

PAUL REJNGOLD

naturally favors fewer substantive law
courses, with more courses on theory and
perhaps even on skill development. You
and I would argue that much substantive
law can be efficiently taught in the
classroom and that knowledge of substantive law is an important ingredient in
successful practice."
He argued that essential legal doctrine
is still taught well, even by the interdisciplinary faculty he dubs "AC/DCs." He
wrote, "One would think that a faculty of
AC/DCs would bring undergraduate
teaching styles to the Law School and
might dilute our precious Socratic and
case-study methods. This has not
happened. I suspect that if you compared
AC/DC teaching to lawyers' teaching in
traditional courses, you would not be
able to tell which was which." In fact, he
added, some professors who have a Ph.D.
but no law degree "are so conscious of

e education of the lawyer
should therefore involve
training in the process of
translation, the art by which
the lawyer can learn from other
fields and disciplines, yet at
the same time criticize them.
-
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their nonlawyer status that they are even
more careful to be good lawyers than the
lawyers themselves."
] .] . White said some nontraditional
subjects taught by these "Ph.D.s w/o's,"
such as Andy Watson's course on law
and psychiatry and Phoebe Ellsworth's
course on the jury, are more practical
than traditional classes. 'These subjects
are more relevant to a lawyer's success
than any appellate decision ever could
be," he wrote. However, he added, "I
maintain that highly theoretical COl1rses
are of smaller value to most of our
students than my colleagues claim."
] .] . White felt Edwards' fear that law
schools are abandoning law exaggerates
their role. "We have a modest influence
on the students and an even more limited
impact on the law," he wrote. "We claim
that we teach our students to 'think like
lawyers,' and perhaps we do. But by the
time they reach us, students' minds and
souls are set in cement that is fast

W e claim that we teach our
students to think like lawyers
and perhaps do. But by the time
they reach us, students' minds
and souls are set in cement
that is fast hardening. Far from
making lawyers of malleable
students, mostly we bloody
our nails.
-
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hardening. Far from 'making lawyers' of
malleable students, mostly we bloody our
nails." As for shaping the law, he wrote,
"Apart from occasional giants like Karl
Llewellyn, few professors can claim to
change the law fundamentally. Even
those of us who write for judges and
lawyers and who are cited in the opinions
of appellate courts have modest impact.
"Even if I am wrong about our influence on law and lawyers, there is reason
for hope. I see our young faculty moving
back toward the bar. Both Kent Syverud
and Jeff Lehman are writing things that
are of interest to lawyers and judges.
Both had an interesting law practice
before they came to the law school.
Debra Livingston came to us from the
Continued on page 48
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U.S. Attorney's Office and private
practice in Manhattan, and Deborah
Malamud came to us from a Washington
law firm. Even the AC/DCs are respectful
of lawyers and are deeply interested in
how the law works. I certainly see none
of this distain from our young people."
James Boyd White, the L Hart Wright
Professor of Law, wrote that this sense of
disdain, not theoretical content, makes
some scholarship irrelevant. "It is often
the most theoretical work that will prove
to be of surprising practical value. For
me, the relevant line is not between the
'theoretical' and the 'practical' as Judge
Edwards defines these terms, but between work that manifests interest in,
and respect for, what lawyers and judges
do, and work that does not.
"Often associated with calls for more
'practical' education and writing is an
image of the law as a series of tasks to be
performed more or less correctly, an
image that I think is deeply debilitating.
Leaming to 'read a judicial opinion' is not
a 'skill' to be 'mastered' in the first weeks
of law school, before one gets to the
really important matter of deciding what
kind of society we should have. Leaming

H ow do we legal academics
learn to value and respect work
that is different from our own?
How do we instill in students
and in faculty a sense of
appreciation for what others do,
be it writing about doctrine or
practicing law? How do we get
the academy to practice what it
preaches - that diversity (of
opinion, of style, of thought,
of ethnicity and gender and age,
of scholarship, of work) is
inherently important?
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to read a judicial opinion well and
criticize it intelligently ... is a task for a
lifetime," wrote White, who is also a
professor of English and adjunct professor of classical studies.
Lawyers seldom simply do what's right
or wrong, but make choices in uncertain
circumstances, so their judgment is their
most basic resource. That's why law
should be linked to other disciplines, he
argued. "By its nature, the law is a
discourse that calls upon others. It
creates a space in which other languages
can be heard, their findings and judgments employed. The education of the
lawyer should therefore involve training
in the process of translation, the art by
which the lawyer can learn from other
fields and disciplines, yet at the same
time criticize them."
Clinical professor Paul Reingold
echoed those thoughts in his response.
"Central to (legal practice) is an idea that
is antithetical to academic thinking: that
what matters is not who is right, but
what works. All first-rate practice will
share certain features, but the issue of
'rightness' is literally an academic question. Success outside of the university is
measured not in terms of theoretical
rightness, but in cases or convictions
won, or profits made or policies changed
to favor a client's interest. The successful
practitioner must be open to all sources
of help, from all disciplines. The question
is never who has the more elegant theory,
but which discipline or argument will
work best."
Reingold, director of the U-M's
General Law Clinic, said that to clinical
faculty, the disjunction between legal
education and practice has always been
apparent. He agreed with Edwards that
much legal scholarship today has become
so theoretical that it has little to offer
practicing lawyers, judges or legislators.
Like Edwards, he points out that the
interdisciplinary movement that has
broadened the scope of legal education
has paradoxically made it less diverse in
some ways.

Faculties of theorists are replicating
themselves, hiring like-minded scholars
and granting tenure to those who
demonstrate prowess with legal theory.
Theorists are the academic meritocracy;
traditional doctrinal scholars are the
equivalent of "solid B students," and
practitioners not inclined toward theory
are viewed as "a rung down the intellectual ladder." Reingold called for tolerance, diversity and increased emphasis
on clinical legal education to balance the
trend. He wrote:
"How do we legal academics learn to
value and respect work that is different
from our own? How do we instill in
students and in faculty a sense of appreciation for what others do, be it writing
about doctrine or practicing law? How do
we get the academy to practice what it
preaches - that diversity (of opinion, of
style, of thought, of ethnicity and gender
and age, of scholarship, of work) is
inherently important?
"In my view, clinical legal education
may well provide an answer. When
clinical legal education is integrated fully
into the law school curriculum, then
theory and practice have a chance to
merge. This is not to say that theory
should play a lesser role than it does
now, but theory would be regarded
differently for having to compete daily
with the issues of doctrine, procedure,
policy, strategy, ethics, and business and
personal skills that are more important to
lawyers.
"Theory may have overtaken doctrine
at the 'elite' schools, but Judge Edwards
is still right that the best legal education
will have to include doctrine, theory,
clinical instruction and probably something from a range of other disciplines as
well, in order to cover all the bases."

